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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes some problems encountered in attempting to

introduce technological change into an urban protective service agency.

Since the protlems were as much organizational as technical, an under-

standing of the particular characteristiC' of the reward structure in

a quasi-military bureaucracy was essential to successful introduction

of technological change.

The study was undertaken in response to the desires of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to disseminate

information developed as pa,.t of the national space exploration program.

There has been a common perception that technical expertise developed

in the space exploration program could, with mlnimal adaptation, be
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or the official opinion or policy of any of its governmental or private

research sponsors. Papers are reproduced by The RAND Corporation as a

courtesy to members of its staff.
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the Center for Planning and Development Research, University of

Ctlifornia, Berkeley and was partially supported by a grant from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The authors wish to

thank Carlos Kruytbosch, State University of New York at Buffalo,

New York for his helpful comm.,ts.
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used in the urban sector and thus lead to improvements in the provision

of urban services.

In an attempt to foster technological transfer a research program

wa- designed to enhance the possibilities of using advanced technology

to improve the level and quality of urban services. In the course of

the research a cooperative relationship was established with a public

protective service agency and this paper describes the concepts under-

lying development of that relationship and the results obtained using

a participative group as a basis for the relationship.

First, the bureaucratic nature of the organization studied is

outlined. Then two general approaches to bureaucratic change are

examined. Finally, the paper is concluded with a discussion and

evaluation of a task force approach to stimulating technological

change in a bureaucracy.
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II. THE BUREAUCRATIC MODE

It was clear early in our research that the degree of cooperation

needed between the researchers and the managers of urban public services

would be much greater than was anticipated or' _nally. It was recog-

nized that it would be necessary to use the organization for more than

a data base for the researchers' analysis. First, the data required

by the researchers were not normally collected by the operational

agency. Second, it was not always clear exactly what were the relevant

data. Recognizing the need for a meaningful participatory relationship,

we began to investigate the bureaucratic nature of the organizations

,
with which we were dealing.

We view a bureaucracy as a formal organization constructed around

a rational ideal, with each of the participants efficiently performing

his assigned tasks in accord with defined objectives. ihe character-

**
istic of bureaucracies are much discussed in the literature and

Despite the wealth of admonitions in the management literature
that organizational participation is a key to successful implementation,
the norm still seems to be a more detached approach. However, when

application of the skills of outside analysts is dependent on particular,
carefully considered inputs from the organization there is little

likelihood of success for endeavors which do not involve a participatory

relationship.

The classic treatment is that of Max Weber, in Wirtschaft und
Gesellschaft, Tubingen&, J. C. B. Mohr, 1922 (Part III, Chapter 6).

Several translations of relevant sections of Weber's works are available
and have been Lprinted in many readers on or nizational theory. One
reader, which also includes other relevant material is Robert K. Merton,
et al., eds. Reader in Bureaucracy, Glencoe, The Free Press, 1952. For

a textbook review which includes discussion of alternative models of
bureaucratic organization by Merton and Selznick see James G. March
and H. A. Simon Orsanizatiom, John Wiley, 1958. Finally, for a

recent treatment of bureaucratic behavior see Anthony Downs, Inside

Bureaucracy, Boston, Little Brcwn and Co., 1967.
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these characteristics are clearly exhibited in municipal police and

fire departments.

One characteristic of a bureaucracy, its definition of error, is

particularly important. To operate effectively a bureaucracy must

have considerable conformity to rules and high predictability of

performance. Such conformity and predictability is sought through

elaborate task specification and carefully proscribed lines of

authority. The result is a system of "specialists."

If a specialist performs his task in an unspecified manner, or

if the results of his efforts deviate from expected outcomes, then he

is liable to charges of having erred, irrespective of whether the

outcome of his actions turns out to be suitable. Since actions and

outcomes are intended to be fully proscribed, when the specialist

deviates from the proscription - when he makes an error - often there

is no organizationally acceptable explanation for his behavior.

Nevertheless, in a stable environment where task specification is

relatively complete, the error can be absorbed by the organization

as an identifiable deviation from a standard practice.

However, in a changing environment conformity a,,d predictability

are much more difficult to maintain. The bureaucracy must greatly

increase its efforts to provide guidelines, tighten discretionary

powers, and monitor performance. In this more realistic framework,

the stochastic natura of either inputs or outputs plays havoc with

the bureaucratic ideal. Once results cannot be specified precisely,

human judgment must replace impartial application of rules and a

*Soo R. B. Hoffman, "Notes on Bureaucracy, Risk, and Reward
Structures," Mimeographed. 1968.
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primary tenet of bureaucracy crumbles. Since most modern bureaucracies

do not operate in neatly ordered environments, there is a constant

tension between the forces of oureaucracy (devise a rule, establish

standards, develop a specialist) and the forces of change (adapt, be

innovative, take risks). A bureaucratic decision-maker will quite

naturally assume a conservative posture toward change. High-payoff

alternatives associated with a relatively hih probability of failure

are more risky to him than alternatives with a much lower payoff and

a high probability of success.

The interrelation between accountability for error and the reward

structure is clear. A bureaucracy presents an asymmetric reward

structure, with signifi tly unbalanced rewards. This asymmetry

works In two ways. First, the top positions in most bureaucracies

appear not to be compensated in the same proportion to their respon-

sibilities as are tue lower positions. In part, this imbalance derives

from the task-specification character of bureaucracy. If the system

is carefully designed and developed so that completion of each individual

task is essential to completion of the whole, then it may not be at

all surprising that the difference between reward at the lowest level

in the hierarchy and reward at the highest level is relatively small.

In the sense that rewards, following the protestant ethic, are

supposed to match contribution, this would be a consistent characteristic

of the bureaucratic ideal.

In a second and more important sense, the reward structure is

asymmetrical because errors are more heavily penalized than positive

efforts are rewarued. As has been described, there is little tolerance
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for error in an organization of specialists and perceptions are molded

toward "accountability for error" rather than toward "making waves."
*

In some contexts, such a philosophy may be commendable, but in a

dynamic urban setting, this approach may not be able to cope with a

changing environment. The bureaucracy manages to combine a careful

specification of task with a reinforcing reward structure in such a

manner that change from the status quo Is exceedingly difficult.

If public bureaucracies are likely to foster pessimistic attitudes

toward innovation, what about private enterprise bureaucracies? The

reward atructure is more symmetrical in most private enterprise

bitreaucracies and the penalty for not taking positive action may be

more severe than the penalty for taking an action that had possibilities

but was unsuccessful. The relatively competitive environment in which

most private enterprise burelucracies operate fosters a more natural

proclivity for change. With a rapidly changing technology and a trend

towards corporate mergers, those fitms with low or unchanging growth

rates, given their sales and assets, have relatively lower market

prices. This makes these firms prime targets for takeovers and to

retain the statue quo and not innovate in some instances can be more

risky than innovating and making mistakes. Also, in many of the

larger, private enterprise bureaucracies, special bonus and incentive

arrangements are specifically cres ed to legitimize and encourage

change.

Another distinction occurs in the evaluation of performance.

For discussion of avoiding evil as an underlying philosophical
approach to social change, see [arl Popper, The Open Society and its
Enemies, Vol. I, Ncw York, Harper and Row, pp. 157-168.
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Performance, even if it is imperfectly and subjectively determined, is

the basis of reward in the business organization. Civil Service

Fxaminaticns, rather than performance, still form the primary basis

for promotion and reward in the public bureaucracy. However, despite

these and other comparisons that could be made, the private enterprise

bureaucracy - particularly at middle management levels where the

conflicts between individual and organzation objectives are likely

to be the most severe - can become as resistant to change as tht most

immovable of public bureaucracies.

Before discussing some of the past efforts to foster change in a

bureaucratic setting, it is necessary to look more carefully at the

general form of our case study orgarizatioti the municipal uniformed

service bureaucracy.



II:. PUBLIC PROTECTIVL SE'VICE ORGANIZATIONS

The municipal police and fire services are para-military

organizations. Their bureaucratic structure and particularly their

specification of rules and discipline find direct precedence in military

organization. Both public protection bureaucracies and militiry

,

bureaucracies are crisiq-serving organizations. Their members are

trained and disciplined to react to tense, demanding, and relatively

rare events. As such, the strong discipline developed in military

organizations has served as a viable example for police and fire

departments.

This crisis oriented approach cannot be turned on and off, however,

and consequently it carries over to the routine, daily operations of

these organizations. In the daily routine this behavior may not be as

appropriate. Since adherence to the rules and continued reliability

is demanded during the periods of stress, the crisis orientation

dominates any more ielaxed, leqe formal bureaucratic aberrations.

Initiation of change, always difficult in a bureaucracy, is eveui more

difficult when rules and regulations are piblished regularly in an

imitation of the "orders of the day."

Also, in a direct comparison to the military, polico ane fire

bureaucracies are self perpetuating organizations, in-bred and

possessing what Vebien termed "trained incapacity." Leadership picks

Its own successors and naturally tends to pick successors whose values

Cf. M. Janowitz, The Professional Soldier; A Social and

Political Pc trait, Glencoe, Ill., Free Press, 1960.



are closeiy aliigned with Its owi. Choice of the canrdidates is

usuallY restricted to those individual,, who have ilready been through

a long acculturation process and there is little likelihood that

individuals with values much different, from those of the organization

will survive to become candidates for organizational leadership.

Consequently, managers in these bureaucracies usually hold those

values predominate throughout the organi-ition and they adjust to

environmental pressures in a manner consistent with established mores

of the system. The com~mon approa;:h is to make marginal recombinations

Of iniputs, attempting to retain soa-.e equlibrium without an explicit

consideratioin of outputs. Since managers acquire a vested interest

in smooth operation, they usually do not perceive major change as a

real alternative. Change mleans uncertainty, and :hageay require

adjustm,,ent in values - two situations likely to disrupt smooth running

operations. Any, percept ion of bureaucrat ic managers as innovators 14

more i hiopeful1 prescr ipt Ion for the future than i desc ript ion of cur rent

pract ice.

A pecuilar character-stic of police and tire bureauc ac ies that

is motcrucial when considering change and adap "at'or to a changing

en.vironmient is that there is but one ent ry level1 in these organ izat ions:

the bottom level. The tNypical manager in a fire or Voi ice bureauc racy

asse-ved suc:cessive I in each l eveli of the organ iza tional h icra rc'.. I

-e ust :i&t waka e.asIwr, in order to assumne pstin

of gre-~t authority in the Organization. Civil Se:.vi, rk wu Iuatiton s

2 -es Mac 11UI. A. Simon, or' ~ p I3',,v

!7
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and unions or professional organizations form effective barriers to

most lateral entry into these bureaucracies.

Here a crucial aspect uf professionalism enters. In the same

manner that the typical bureaucrat becomes a specialist, -laying a

carefully designed rolt ,ith almost dilitante precision, so the

bureaucrat in a police or fire department becomes a "professional,"

fulfilling a demanding role ihich requires skill and experience "that

can only be gained through in-house training and experience."

The characterization of a professional as having bureaucratic

tendencies may seem to be a conLradiction in terms. Nevertheless,

professionalism and bureaucracy can be made to blend nicely together.

For many years the municipal police and fire services have served as

chief examples other than the military of a blending of professionalism

in thought and bureaucratic organization in practice. Although there

have been few significant changes, there is a developing tension

between aspects of bureaucratic organization and profescional practice.

Another allied aspect oi police and fire bureaucracies is the

slow, reluctant acceptance of staff positions as meaningful complements

to organigational 'ructure. The majority of police and fire depart-

ments are strongly biased in favor of line duty. They tend to regard

managemoar. and staff positions as unfortunate requl-emencs. In more

than a few organizations of this type in the United States, it is

difficult, if not impossible, to be promoted unless one is filling a

Eg. Mark Abrahamson, The Professional in the Organization, Chicago,
Rand McNally, 1967; Howard 'ollmer, Professionalization, Englewood Cliffs,
N. J., Prentice Hall, 1966.
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line pcsition. Staff and managemen.. 2ositions are fine, but "they

don't catch criminals nor do they put out fires." The auborzlnation

of staff effort thus makes parallel promotion paths raie. Quite often,

once an individual is plaeed in a staff position he has been sent out

to asture.

A•n extreme manifestation of the fear of such transfers or

"r-romotions" can be seen particularly in the fire bureaucracies. Almost

without exception in the i Aited tates, the top manager - Chief of

Department - still commuds operations at working fires. If a Chief

arrives at a fire scene he is expected to assume operational command.

It is unusual for a Chief ro visit the Fcene of a fire and noio assume

personal command.

Judgment, though neav-ssarily a daily part of bureaucratic activity,

is that activity which cannot be carefully specified, that activity

where the risks of error are high and the organizational cues minimai.

In those areas where organizetional cues arc minimal, the national

professional organizations attempt to provide guidelines and thus it

is not unnatural that theee areas should become sources of conflict

between professional, organizational and individual goals.

Many national organizations, striving to establish activities

as truly professional, set the stage for conflict between the individual

as bureaucrat and the individual as professional. Since decisions

are made, and a bureaucratic structure demands careful accountability

of error, many observers have noted the growing tensions between the

technical specialist and the bureaucrat. Indeed, it has been noted

by some researchers as the most pronounced characteristic of modern
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I*

day bureaucracies. This tension, coupled with a real need for

alternative methods and decision rules, has resulted in an untenable

Gitatiot for many of the best and mo3t aware police and fire executives

and explains In part much of the early retirement of the executives

for positions in colleges, trade organizations and industry.

The Epecial knowledge required to accomplish specific technical

changes is changing moare rapidly than even the most flexible organi-

xatlon.i seem capable of adaptingz to it. The premium attached to

specialized, technical ekills is altered almost daily and the

uncertainty surrounding the impact of technological change is rising

dramatically. Since legitimacy for technological change is generally

established by expertise rather than position, the fundamental

organizational structure of authority 1s invariably strained when

this type of change is contemcplated,. The authority and influence

derived from position may be accompanied by influence and respect

derived from knowledge and established informal authority. Howcver,

in public bureaucracies, it has been more likely that authoritv consonant

with position dominates authority based on technical knowledge and

expertise.

The remainder of this report touches briefly upon some common

strategies for bureaucratic change, then reports upon the authors'

attempt to generate change in a typical municipal bureaucracy,

See, for example, Victor Thompson, Modern Organizations,

New York. Knopf, 1961.
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TV. BUREAUCRATIC CHANGE

Bureaucracies attempting to accommodate change have used two basic 4
Rtrategies. The first is to establish a group within the bureaucratic

structure, imbue it with the needed legitimacy, provide it with needed

resources (mainly talent), and attempt to integrate its activities into

the normal operation of the bureaucracy. Such groups range all the way

from high-powered, technicall, qualified staffs operating as assistants

to tne top derision-maker to burial committees, convened tc ise a

perceived need for change as a f, ce to further entrench an existing

structuro The other alternative is to bring outsidecrs into the

organization, to hire consultants. This strategy can also range from

a serious and concerned effort to an elaborate (and usually expensive)

ploy. Additionally, there are many mixed strategies, requiring

various combinations of internal and external assistance.

The experience with specially established in-house groups has

varied widely. In security conscious organizations, such as police

bureaucracies, the barriers to successful innovation can be diffic-t

to destroy. These barriers include both the bureaucratic phenomena

of functional specialization and a traditional, "professional"

orientation which renders non-professionals as secondary citizens.

OW. Wilson, in a review of police planning and research groups, found

that the bulk of their effort is what administrative theorists might

classify as "organizational maintenance" work. Though these "planning"

groups in some cities have tried to innovate, the vast majority still

0. W. Wilson, Police Administration, 2nd Ed., Nei, Yoik, McGraw-Hill,

(1963).
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find themselves captured or co-opted by the system. Robert Merton

stated the difficulty clearly when he observed that the bureaucratic

intellectual "who must permit the policy-maker to define the scope of

his research problem is implicitly lending his skills and knowledge to

the preservation of a particular institutional arrangement."

One possible way to reduce the institutional barriers to con-

sideration of original alternatives is to hire consultants to survey

a problem or broad area of difficulty and to present findings or

recommendations. This has been the most popular approach taken by

municipal bureaucracies. Perceptions of severe resource constraints,

lack of available talent, and failure to acknowledge enduring problems

have provided the primary impetus to this approach. Most bureaucracies

feel they cannot afford to staff a permanent, high-powered research

groups and (as part of their traditional biases) have long felt that

such a group would not have that much to do anyway. The consultant

is an attractive sltr-native. Also, since recommendations are then

the result of work by outsiderp hiring consultants to spearhead change

is probably the safest approach the bureaucracy can take.

In many respects the consultant approach is safer than doing

nothing. Inaction, particularly if antagonists inside or outside the

bureaucracy perceive difficulties, can lead to investigations (blue

ribbon comittees, boards of inquiry, etc.) and the results of the

investigation can provide antagonists with fuel for the institution

Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (revised
and anlargld edition), The Free Pres of Glencoe, 1957, p. 218.

U. E
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of drastic changes. Since the consuitant must have information to

conduct his study, and often only the bureaucracy possesses that infor-

mation, by selectively cooperating with the consultant the bureaucracy

can effectively scuttle desired change. When the consultant rises to

present his conclusions, the bureaucracy simultaneously rises to ask

whether "the very obvious" factor n was taken into account; when the

consultant indicates that it was not in the set of provided data and

hence, was not taken into account, the bureaucracy produces the necessary

information - information which just happens to show that the consultant's

conclusions are inappropriate. This is just one of innumerable scenarios

that would describe, admittedly slightly in caricature, experience in the

use of consultants to bring about change in bureaucracy. This is not

to say that consultant experience in bureaucracy haE been all bad;

there have been many examples of success. Nevertheless, the popularity

of the method attests to either the slow learning ability of public

bureaucracies or the usefulness of the technique in maintaining

organizational stability while giving the appearance of imminent change.

An important subset of the outside strategy is the appeal to

national standards or codes of national professional organizations.

Public bureaucracies, cspecially police and fire departments, have,

perhaps used the national, trade-oriented professional organizations

more than any other type of consultant. These organizations and their

entourage of "interpreters" set, enforce and interpret national

standards and codes of "good practice." The organizations and th'ir

standards are the precursor@ of the rapidly growing tension between

the technical specialist and the bureaucrat, since sentiment for change
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develops only when there is a perceived gap between existing perfoitmance

and desired performance.

There is little need for deviant organizational action if there

are no perceptions of a need for change. When a difference is perceived

between the intended resu ts and the actual results of some action then

the need may arise for an unusual organizational response. These

perceived differences have been described in organization theory as

performance gaps. "WheneveL the actual behavior of an official ...

yields him less utility than the relevant level of satisfactory per-

formance, he is motivated to undertake more intensive search for new

forms of behavior that will provide him with more utility. He will

designate the difference in utility he perceives between the actual

and the satisfactory level of performance as the performance gap."

For many years national professional and trade organizations have

prompted gaps in utility by promulgating "new," "better," or "standard"

procedures, techniqueR or levels of service. Since local governmat

bureaucracies Pre oftel, anable to cope with these promulgations without

outside help, the stage is set for interaction between outside technicians

and entrenched bureaucrats. Indeed, thougit usually not intentionally,

the national standards and codes often provide an avenue of accomodation

between outside vested interests and inside threatened interests.

Anthony Downs, op. cit., p. 169.

James G. March and H. A. Simon, op. cit.. p. 48.
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These vested interests may be within the community, but more often

they represent forces external to the community. Since the codes and

standards are developed by agencies with interests external to the

city, the standards of practice can be unrealistic, immaterial or

irrelevant. Voluntary corruption by bureaucrats may be a rather

rational approach to closing the utility gaps generated by attempted

application of these proscriptions.

In the first half of the century the bureaucrat seemed able to

handle the difficulties caueed by the pull of developing professional

mores and the inertia of the bureaucratic process. However, the

sporadic rapidly increasing demands of society and the sophisticated,

often highly technical techniques now required to deliver protective

services to the public render the average bureaucrat much less capable

of coping with his environment.

Thus, the importance of the consultant and the national organiza-

tion can promote outcomes beyond the reach and comprehension of Lany

bureaucrats and the consultants rush to fill the gap. Aspiration

levels are raised, but in-house technical expertise remains constant -

the spiral of increasing tension between aspiration and competence is

set in motion.

Nevertheless, the need for change in much of the public bureau-

cracy is recognized. And national commissions and prestigious study

groups continue to promote change. Such a commission recently reported,

"many of the criminal justice system's difficulties stem from its

reluctance to change old ways or, to put the proposition in reverse,

its reluctance to try new ones . . . . Innovation and experimentation

.i
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in all Vatts of the criminal justice system are clearly imperative."

The problem is how to encourage and implement this change. The next

section describes one attempt to bring about change. This attempt

did not use the in-house staff approach nor the consultant approach,

but an intertwining of elements of the two approached.

"The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society," A report by the
President's Commiasion on Law Enforcement and the Administration of
Justice, Washington, D.C. United States Government Printing Office,
February, 1967, p. 14.
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V. A JOINT TASK FORCE APPROACH

Our initial approach to discovering potential for technological

transfer was to develop a detailed understanding of the organization,

its goals, and its needs. The study began with a comprehensive inter-

view program. Interviews were conducted with a sample of officers of

various ranks, assignments, and geographical locations.

The interviews allowed us to gain a detailed knowledge of both

the basic operations and the existing technology of the case organiza-

tion. During the interviews, explicit questions were asked to determine

the areas in which members of the department felt technological improve-

ment might occur. This questioning resulted in a list of over 200

possible items of varying degrees of generality, importance, and

feasibility. These items and items generated independently by the

researchers were reviewed and classified into categories of varying

importance and level of generality. Seven broad areas were classed

as having substantial potential for Aioprv"ement primarily through the

intro#-wction of &dvanced technology. After an elaboration and classi-

fication of the items it became apparent that since so many of the

items .,erlapped, a detailed analysis of each would be an inefficient

and perhaps infeasible procedure. Hence, it was decided to select only

the areas with the greatest potential for improvement, and a special

study was begun to select these areas.

At this point it was apparent thAt the organization, bureaucratic

or not, would have to become more fully involved in the definition and

search process. It Is clearly necessary to know the proper questions

to ask, but if technological change is to be successfully implemented
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the organization must be fully involved and committed in the selection

and testing process.

We decided to encourage fuller participation and then attempted

to de',ise an approach that might avoid the pitfalls of a straightforward

advisory group. The evaluation of our approach has been accomplished

in part by analysis of a questionnaire administered to both those

individuals originally interviewed and to a stratified sample of the

remaining officers. Results of the questionnaire are noted after a

number of our assertions.

Creation of a suitable relationship posed several problems. Though

there was ample eviAence of a felt need for change (28 of 44 respondents,

or 58.3%), responsibility for initiating, reviewing and implementing

change was fragmented throughout the organization. There was a

relatively active safety group within the organization and there had

been at one time the begnnings of a "research committee." However,

at the time of t. ievelopment of the approach, there was no active

planning, idvisory, analysis or research group. The safety group was

perceived by a few members as an agent of chanhe (6 of 44 resjondents,

or 13.6%) but it actually served primarily as a review group and then

only spot lically.

The bureaucratic structure and work schedule of the organlzation

combined to make change an extremely difficult procedure. Though

members often mentioned that they had made suggestinns for chnnge

(26 of 46 respondents, or 56. %), they were seldon able to explain

what happened to the suggestion or to what review process the suggestion

would likely be subjected. More than one officer realized that the
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organizational structure was a constraining influence. But they

felt individual actien would not be sufficient to change the structure.

Considering botii the basic reticence to change of the organization

and the technologica! nature of the anticipated changes, It was decided

to follow a course championed by Douglas MacGregor and to take a

participative ..anagement approach.

As soon as It was felt that problem areab were sufficiently well

defined to Fake participation meaningful, e k force was established.

This task force included representatives of the University research

group and a representative sample of the top and middle managers of

the case organization.

Our conviction that participation was a proper approach was

strengthened by the fact that the participation could be made meaningful.

The task force could help define problems, specify areas of needed

improvement and bring relevancy to the research effort. In return,

exposure ot the organization members to the rigors of carefully

specifying objectives and analyzing technological deficicnces would

be of enduring benefit to the organizatin.

The task force would further the object've of technological

transfer in several ways. First, if we were successful and persuasive,

we could develop a cotmmitted group, with a vested interest in

continuing teyond the initial exploratory investigations. The case

Douglas MacGrvgor, The Human Side of Enterprise, New York,
McGraw-HiLl, 1960.

J
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organization required a considerably stronger commitment to change

if there were to be any hope of transfer occurring. The task force

appeared to be the vehicle which could provide a forum to build this

commitment. Creating the vested interest is not an easy taek, but once

created it can propel a proposal forward with amazing speed.

Second, discussions within the task force would allow us to assess

probable reactions to change and insure that typical reactions were

accommodated in reports and recommendations. Recommendations are

frequently rejected because of simple, easily-corrected objections

and to the extent that the task force provides a forum for thoughtful

interchange, all but substantial disagreements can be disposed of.

In essence, the task force provides opportunities for innumerable

"dry-runs" of ideas and proposals. Since members of the organization

are members of the task force, their own questions and critical

evaluation provide a built-in screening process.

Finally, the task force would introduce a semi-formal communication

channeled within the organization. The n_,rmal channels followed

typical bureaucratic patterns, and although there were some well-

developed informal channels, the task force provided a medium for

exchange uncommon in the department. It was a deliberate Ptrategy

on our part, however, not to include the leader of the University

research effort nor the acknowledged superior officer in this area

withi- the organizaton. Both were acknowledged as ex officio members

and were given the task of advising the task force and evaluating its

work. Since both individuals were dominant personalities, and both

held positiono of perceived leadership, it was felt they could easily
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have monopulized the group. Hence, to prevent the possibility cf

sabotage to our effort to generate wide participation and support,

the superior officer was to be convinced that both leaders should fill

advisory and evaluative roles.

TP-e task force was organized so that representatives of the

University might raise various issues regarding the protective service

technology and the members could bring their practical experience to

bear in helping to clarify these issues. Both the University and the

department felt it important to establish a dialogue between the

researchers, who were studying department's problems and the members,

who were dealing with them every day. The force organized itself

aroand the notion of assignments, so that the issues raised by

University personnel were examined by the entire task force and then

assigned to individual members of the task force for detailed analysis.

Thus each meeting consists of a discussion of the work done by the

members and analyzed by the research workers and a general critique of

work done by the University people in response to the assignments.

The early work of the task force was not totally appreciated by

its members. It took time for the task force tc develop a feeling for

its role in the process of technological innovation. In general, the

protective service members felt that each effort would have a physical,

tangible output immediately after submissio. There seemed to be a

perception that science, in general, and NASA, in particular, would be

able almest imedite-ly to tre,,sfer requests from the task force into

direct physical products. Once it was realized that technological

improvement is a lengthy process, the direction of the task force's

IL

'4
------------------------------ * !A
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efforts became more sensible. During the short life of the task force,.

its operational members have begun to understand more about the process

of innovation on the one hand, and the introductloo of change Into an

organization on the other.

After several sessions the procedure of the task force was altered,

so that issues raised during the general task force meetings would be

carefully analyzed at internal meetings with only members of the case

organization participating. Establishment of internal meetings was

particularly appreciated by us because it indicated a realization that

our concerns related k basic rather than specific problems and though

we could have significant influence on solution co some of the organiza-

tion's problems, lasting operational solutions would require major

participation by the department's members. With this structure, the

task force meetings became more fruitful and covered more material in

a shorter time,

This was the type of breakthrough we had desired; the operational

members became enthused about their problems, ana felt they could move

forward much more rapidly than the original task force structure allowed,

This change in structure also signalled a subtle but easily discernable

change in the group's mood about leadership. The researchers had lead

the way in the early meetings, essentially belaboring a careful

problem definition approach to technological LhAnge. Once the task

force grasped this approach they were anxious to movv forward with

their own leadership. From this point on, the task force became more

of a reality within the department. The operational membership began

to change and procedures to test and evaluate proposed innovations

4
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were formalized. As the force gained momentum within the organization,

the researchers began to ease themselves into less significant roles.

Finally, as the case organization committed some of its own resources

to acquisition of physical items to be tested in the field, the

University dropped its formal participative role. The task furce is

now composed entirely of organization members and the University

provides informal feedback on a sporadic basis. 4

4i
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In evaluating the results of our intrusion into a bureaucratic

structure, it is helpful to remember our original intent. Our purpose

was to foster a particular type of change in a specific type of

organization. The change was expected to be primarily technological,

with the usual complement of social and political side effects.

Specifically the change was to be accomplished by a transfer from one

universe of discourse to another. Thus, not only was the change to

involve specialized knowledge, it was also to involve knowledge not

.resent In any familiar organization. What little stature the

specialized knowledge could muster was obtained from the grand

mantle of science.

In terms of the spectacular technological or managerial break-

through, we were unsuccessful. Our case study organization has not

revolutionized its operational methods or equipment. It is utilizing

the same basic technology of three years ago and it does not appear

to be on the threshold of any great technological change. However,

the organization has institutionalized the investigation and testing

of new technological developments and has allocated some of its own

resources to continue this endeavor.

In one sense, the commitment of resources represents.a singular

success; for if the case organization continues to act in a bureaucratic

fashion (and it ourely will), then a continuing allocation will most

likely be the norm. More important, we are convinced that our intrusion

into the case organization has created a sentiment, as well as a

cosmunication channel, for Introducing change.
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Once the task force placed items in the field for testing, or

began questioning a wide spectrum of membeis in order to define a

problem, a snowballing effect began to take place. As the task force

began to seek feedback from a growing number of individuals, it gained

momentum as an accepted and recognized part of the organization. This

momentum then lead to further interchange, and a perception was molaLi

throughout the organization that the task force was a legitimate part

of the organization structure. In addition, the reports produced by

the group, though rot generally available throughout the department,

were read by a large proportion of department officers (20 of 48

respondents, or 41.7%).

Thus, whether or not any particular item or approach was directly

transferred from the space technologies to the case organization, a

new unit within the organization has been czeated and given a life.

This unit serves an important role in the organization and is providing

a forum for legitimate discussion of change. Without it, the chances

for significant techno. *gical change in thiL type of organization are

minimal.

There were, in the course of the growth of the task force, some

general, unanticipated consequences. Some members took much greater

individual roleF, than expected. The latent desires to explore new

ideas in a relatively riskless atmosphere blossomed in some members,

and they took an active individual role in seeking useful information

for both the task force and the organization. The task force thus

provided the impetus for considerable further probing by individual

mmembers.

4

[]
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Also, though this was somewhat anticipated, the task force

provided a commodity in short supply, managerial slack, which allowed

some time for exploitation of latent or suppressed initiative. The

case organization provided little opportunity or encouragement for

collective "thinking ahead" activities. It wos necessary to create

some time "allowed" for such activity to obtain meaningful participation.

The task force provided just such time and accompanying legitimacy.

The adjustment in group process to provide for the internal

working sessions mentioned earlier was completely unanticipated.

However, fortunately, this considerably increased the organizational

commitment and task force performance,

We also expected that some of the risk of initiation would be

transferred to the researchers, but we underestimated the importance

of this. The task force significantly shifted the risk of failure

from inside to outside the organization. In our judgment, given the

reward and risk structure of the organization, this factor was

critical for obtaining active participation. Part of this, of course,

was the promise that "science" would really be doing the work; but

still a substantial part was attributable to our reducing uncertainty

in the reward structure and creating a medium where change or the

investigation of change was rewarded, regardless of the substantive

aspect of the discussion. We tended to bring some symmetry back

into the reward structure, so that critical evaluation and suggestion

Cf. Richard M. Cyert and James G. March, A Behavioral Theory cf
the Firm, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963, pp. 36-38.
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for change were normal rather than exceptional behaviors for at least

the task force members.

Our conclusions about technological change are rather tentative.

Our conclusions about change in a bureaucracy are more emphatic. The

primary constraints to change in bureaucracy are the risk structures,

the reward structures, and the structure of the organization it .2.f.

The task force approach was successful in adjusting all three of these

constraints.

First we transferred to outside the organization an important

segment of the risk of proposing change and by so doing relaxed one

of the critical barriers to wholehearted cooperation and participation.

Second, we established a norm of participation based on critical

evaluation and initiation of change, thereby shifting the normal

reward structure back toward symmetry. This did not occur throughout

the entire organization, but it was the predominate mode of the task

force. In fact, there was at times substantial disagreement among

task force members and other top decision-makers in the organization -

disagreement generated in great measure by the freedom of expression

that was the norm in the task force.

Criticism is always difficult for a bureaucratic organization

to absorb, and the task force was at times openly, but quite fairly,

critical of both organitational procedures and the performance of

equipment used by, the orgatisution. T!e task force indeed weathered

some rocky moments when its modo of exr cession failed to conform to

the organizational norms.

Finally, the task force represented a significant aberration in
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the organizational structure and as such was able to circumvent some

of the usual organizational constraints. Because we were able to begin

with a group which included several high ranking officers, we were able

to create a coalition. The combined influence of outside authority

and several ranking officers was sufficient to introduce what in

effect was a bargaining process within the organization. Though it

would be presumptuous to presume that informal coalitions did not

exist before the task force was instituted (they did), the task force

was the first clearly visible unit within the organizational structure

which could be perceived as a "lobby" for technological change; and

though to our knowledge it was never publicly acknowledged by members

of the task force or by top decision-makers, the mode of change was

implicit bargaining.

This experience with a task force approach has convinced the

authors that changes for significantly affecting organizational change

are considerably enhanced by a participative management approach.

Indeed, the extent that recommendations are likely to be implemented

and innovative ideas generated and acted upon is undoubtedly a function

of the &..ount of meaningful, individual participation in the clhange

process. Since roles as agents of change are not usually provided for

in bureaucratic organizations, provision must be made within the

organizational structure to accommodate participation.

The task force approach is one that has successfully provided

opportunity for meaningful participation in attempts to influence

Eg. Victor Thompson, op. cit. Richard M. Cyert and James G. March,

op. cit., pp. 29-31.
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important change in a bureaucracy. Participatory management can

be made to work in a bureaucracy when innovation is the goal of change.

'II

I.


